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Abstract—We develop an evaluation framework to assess the 

potential benefits of feature-level heterogeneous integration 

(HGI) in nanoscale VLSI circuits. We study, for the first time, the 

impact of HGI on circuit delay, layout area, and power by com-

paring the integration of 15nm InGaAs and Ge FinFETs via na-

notransfer printing with baseline Si-only FinFET technology. To 

properly account for the performance, power, and area tradeoffs, 

we perform comprehensive evaluations including synthesis, 

placement, and routing of digital circuit benchmarks. We show 

circuits designed with HGI exhibit lower delay and power due to 

improved device performance at the cost of larger area induced 

by misalignment errors. We also demonstrate that HGI misa-

lignment area penalties can be drastically reduced using post-

transfer fin trimming. Our findings provide substantial motiva-

tion for industry to explore HGI as a technology route for the 

post-Si era. 

 
Index Terms—Design rule, FinFET, germanium, heterogene-

ous integration, indium gallium arsenide, nanotransfer printing, 

non-equilibrium Green’s functions, overlay. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

eterogeneous integration (HGI) of silicon, germanium, 

and/or III-V semiconductor devices on a single platform 

can open alternative pathways to improving the performance 

and functionality of nanoscale integrated circuits. In contrast 

with homogeneous (all-Si) designs, HGI combines the ad-

vantages of disparate materials to optimize the complex re-

quirements and tradeoffs faced in circuit design. Unfortunate-

ly, the challenges of processing dissimilar materials on a sin-

gle platform have so far hindered the development of truly 

heterogeneous systems, especially in digital applications 

where feature-level (transistor-to-transistor) co-integration is 

desired. 

Existing HGI methods typically fall under one of three cat-

egories: 1) wafer/die bonding, 2) heteroepitaxy, or 3) na-

notransfer printing. Of these three technologies, wafer/die 

bonding is the most mature and has been the primary choice 

for developing 3-D ICs [1], [2] as well as circuits [3] where 

each heterogeneous interconnection is made by a large via 

typically several μm wide and deep. The simplicity of the 

back-end bonding process and its wide area coverage make it 

a popular choice for chip-to-chip heterogeneity, but the large 
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via size precludes feature-level HGI connections [2]. An alter-

native technique is to use direct bonding of heterogeneous 

substrate stacks such as InGaAs/InP with silicon-on-insulator 

(SOI) as a vehicle for blanket film transfer of vertically 

stacked active layers which can be subsequently defined into 

neighboring n- and p-type field-effect transistors (FETs) for 

HGI circuits [4], [5]. While this method circumvents the bot-

tleneck on achievable HGI density due to wafer bonding over-

lay accuracy, it unfortunately presents added challenges relat-

ed to co-processing of dissimilar material technologies on a 

shared platform at the front-end-of-line (FEOL). 

Direct heteroepitaxial growth, for instance of Ge-on-Si [6], 

[7], may enable feature-level HGI, but is burdened by lattice 

mismatch issues, thermal budget limitations, poor epitaxial 

film quality (unless μm-thick buffer layers are used), and 

throughput. Techniques such as aspect ratio trapping [8] and 

epitaxial lateral overgrowth [9] have been used to avoid buffer 

layers, but other process-related challenges still remain. Intri-

guingly, bonding and heteroepitaxy have both been used to co-

integrate high speed/power III-V amplifiers with Si CMOS 

circuits in analog/mixed-signal applications with some success 

[3], [10]. 

Nanotransfer printing (NTP) involves physically transfer-

ring patterned structures from one substrate to another using 

an elastomeric stamp. The process is extremely versatile and 

has been used to co-integrate a wide assortment of materials 

including 3-D semiconductors, metals, quasi 2-D sheets, 1-D 

nanotubes/nanowires, and 0-D quantum dots on both rigid and 

flexible, transparent substrates for a myriad of applications 

[11]–[20]. Transfer printing is capable of large-area coverage, 

is a room temperature process, is unburdened by lattice con-

stant mismatch, and can yield feature-level HGI so long as the 

transfer overlay accuracy is sufficiently high. The combination 

of these properties places NTP in a unique position to simulta-

neously deliver true feature-level HGI with minimal impact on 

processing requirements and materials selection compared to 

bonding or heteroepitaxy-based approaches. The major con-

cerns for NTP are transfer yield and overlay accuracy com-

pared with industry standard lithography tools; both of these 

issues will be discussed in further detail in Section II.  

Despite much ongoing research in developing HGI process-

es, there is little to no understanding of the overall impact fea-

ture-level HGI would have on near-future digital circuit gen-

erations. As a preliminary study, in Fig. 1 we show the bene-

fits of InGaAs- and Ge-based HGI over an all-Si design within 

a realistic processor architecture, as projected using the 
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PROCEED device evaluation framework [21], [22]. Such as-

sessments demonstrate that feature-level HGI can offer signif-

icant power savings at a given operating speed, although they 

do not consider layout area penalties that arise from HGI pro-

cesses. 

 Here, we present for the first time a quantitative cross-layer 

study on the impact of NTP-based HGI versus Si-only tech-

nology on digital circuit performance and layout density. In 

Section II, we discuss the HGI NTP process in detail, includ-

ing some of our preliminary experimental work in this area, 

and discuss current technological challenges that must be ad-

dressed for commercial usage. In Section III, we describe our 

HGI evaluation framework, considering achievable process 

capabilities (e.g., NTP overlay accuracy), intrinsic device per-

formance, and circuit layout options. In Section IV we present 

the inverter- and block-level results of our cross-layer evalua-

tion, using the specific case of VLSI circuits in 15nm FinFET 

technology to compare the use of all-Si FinFETs with HGI of 

InGaAs and Ge as the NFET and PFET channel materials, 

respectively. We explicitly map the technological conditions 

in which this HGI technology holds an advantage over Si 

CMOS. The results of our simple and versatile framework 

provide a tangible rationale for industry to seriously pursue 

HGI as a technology option in coming years, as we conclude 

in Section V. 

II. HGI PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

A. Nanotransfer Printing Method 

An illustration of the NTP process is shown in Fig. 2 where 

a simple FinFET buffer is implemented using different materi-

als for the NFET and PFET devices. The active layers are first 

patterned into a discrete number of fins on their respective 

source wafers (Step 1). The fins are then undercut by a selec-

tive etching step which partly removes the underlying sacrifi-

cial layer, possibly even suspending the fins. After undercut-

ting, an elastomeric stamp is pressed on the source substrate, 

causing the fins to adhere to the stamp surface (Step 2). The 

stamp is then delaminated from the source wafer, picking up 

the fins because of stronger interfacial adhesion between the 

fins and the stamp compared to the source substrate (Step 3). 

Note that the same sequence of steps is performed for each 

source material to be transferred. Once the stamp has picked 

up the NFET fins (Step 3A), it is pressed against the receiving 

wafer (Step 4) transferring the fins to the wafer. Unlike the 

pickup step, the transfer step relies on stronger interfacial ad-

hesion between the fins and the receiving substrate compared 

to the stamp. Upon stamp release (Step 5), the NFET fins are 

successfully transferred while, in principle, preserving their 

original pitch, size, and number. 

After the NFET fins transfer, another stamp containing 

PFET fins (Step 3B) is then carefully aligned and transferred 

to the receiving wafer (Steps 6 and 7) in a similar fashion. The 

alignment step is critical because it directly sets the HGI prox-

imity and determines whether feature-level integration is pos-

sible without a significant area or yield penalty due to overlay 

errors. After the PFET transfer, a trim mask is used to etch 

away the NFET and PFET fin regions that bridge different 

transistors or logic gates in the circuit layout (Step 8). The use 

of large-area fin transfer followed by trimming has a signifi-

cant benefit over small-area fin transfer for reasons to be dis-

cussed in Section III.B. Finally, remaining process steps such 

as transistor gate stack formation, doping and annealing, local 

interconnect formation, and metallization are performed as 

needed and can be tailored to the process requirements for the 

actual integrated materials.  

In general, co-integration of different materials such as Si, 

Ge, and InGaAs may entail different thermal budget re-

strictions in downstream process steps. For example, the tradi-

tionally high temperatures (T ≥ 1000°C) reached during rapid 

thermal annealing (RTA) in Si processing may approach or 

even exceed the melting point for other semiconductors like 

InGaAs (Tm ≅ 1100°C) and Ge (Tm ≅ 938°C), while a lower 

temperature anneal may result in sub-optimal dopant activa-

tion for inversion-mode FinFETs. There is evidence that Si+ 

implanted n-InGaAs can reach near 100% activation for a 10 

sec RTA between 750–850°C for electron sheet densities up to 

5×1014 cm-2 [23], while B+ implanted p-Ge can be fully acti-

vated even without any post-implant annealing for hole sheet 

densities up to 1014 cm-3 and BF2
+ implanted p-Ge can be fully 

activated after a 30 min. low temperature anneal of 350°C 

[24]. Experimental demonstrations have also shown successful 

use of sub-800°C RTAs for post-implant dopant activation in 

InGaAs FETs [25]–[27] and sub-400°C fabrication of entire 

Ge PFETs [28]. These findings suggest that simultaneous HGI 

processing of InGaAs and Ge may be possible for inversion-

mode devices requiring precise junction definition. On the 

other hand, co-integration of Ge or InGaAs with Si may be 

 
Fig. 1. Power-delay tradeoff for 15nm InGaAs/Ge and Si/Si built CortexM0 

generated by PROCEED [21] [22]. 
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5: Release stamp 

Fig. 2. Process flow sequence for NTP-based HGI. 
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more problematic because of the much higher anneal tempera-

tures required for dopant activation in Si.  

Alternatively, uniformly doped junctionless FETs (JLFETs) 

[28] are particularly suitable for HGI because of their relaxed 

thermal budget requirements. Since the channel materials can 

be doped in situ during growth on the source wafers, it is pos-

sible to circumvent subsequent high temperature processing 

such as post-implant RTA. However, intra-device variability 

from line edge roughness and random dopant fluctuation has 

been shown to be more significant in JLFETs compared to 

equivalent inversion-mode FETs [30]–[32]; it remains to be 

seen whether heightened variability will pose a significant 

obstacle to commercial adoption of JLFET technology in HGI 

or conventional settings. For these reasons, we focus our anal-

ysis on co-integration of InGaAs/Ge inversion-mode FinFETs 

in this work.  

B. Transfer Alignment Accuracy 

As discussed earlier, the accuracy of the aligned transfer 

step is a critical factor for realizing NTP-based heterogeneous 

circuits. The primary bottlenecks to alignment accuracy are 

the limited resolution of the optical systems (e.g., contact or 

stepper aligners) used to perform the alignment, the precision 

of the (x, y, and θ axis) stage movement, and the topography 

of the stamp and receiving wafer over large areas. Academic 

research efforts have demonstrated alignment and transfer of 

heterogeneous structures with overlay errors on the order of 

μm to tens of μm [11]–[20]. Fig. 3(a) depicts one of our efforts 

[11] to transfer aligned periodic arrays of 400 nm wide GaAs 

nanoribbons (NRs) next to Si NRs at predefined locations over 

a large area using a Karl Suss MA6 contact aligner. The misa-

lignment vector in Fig. 3(b) gives us an estimated overlay er-

ror of ~16 μm for the setup, which may be improved with bet-

ter tools.  

Clearly, such overlay errors are too high for nanoscale tech-

nologies where the proximity between NFET and PFET fins 

may be below 100 nm. Commercial steppers with overlay er-

rors of less than 10 nm [33] may provide the needed alignment 

accuracy if they can also be modified to perform the transfer 

process, although the overlay tolerance may still exceed sever-

al tens of nm due to more severe topography issues and me-

chanical properties of the stamp (which is usually quite soft 

and flexible). Since there is no consensus on what σ values can 

be obtained (or will be needed) from NTP for use in future 

technologies, we surmise expected values of σ from 3 nm up 

to 50 nm for use in our framework, representing possible field-

size “step and transfer” scenarios using state-of-the-art tools 

[34] derived from nanoimprint lithography (NIL). Recent NIL 

demonstrations [35] have shown minimum overlay errors of 

3σ ≅ 10 nm for templates up to 2 × 3 cm2 fields, so our pro-

jected σ values for NTP in this work should be reasonable—if 

not conservative—based on the similarities between NIL and 

NTP.  

C. Similarities between NIL and NTP 

Both NIL and NTP are contact processes which use physi-

cal contact to either form or transfer patterned features to a 

 
Fig. 4. (a) Large arrays of 1018 cm-3 doped n-GaAs nanoribbons (L/W/T = 
400/0.75/0.03 μm) transferred to SiO2/Si. (b) Example of a LG = 7.5 μm GaAs 

junctionless MOSFET fabricated on SiO2/Si. Discontinuities along the nano-

ribbons indicate broken segments resulting in <100% yield. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) HGI demonstration of 400 nm wide GaAs and Si nanoribbon arrays 

formed by NTP on SiO2 substrate with mm2 area coverage. (b) Measured 

overlay error (16 μm) after aligned transfer and source/drain electrode for-
mation using optical lithography. The dotted line in (b) illustrates the as-

designed separation between the Si and GaAs NR arrays after transfer, while 

the solid arrow indicates the vector of transfer misalignment which quantifies 

the overlay error in (x,y). The overlay error magnitude is ~16 μm. 
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substrate. In NIL, a mold containing the feature to be printed 

on the receiving substrate is physically pressed onto a UV-

curable liquid resist layer on the substrate which results in 

displacement of the resist to conform to the mold’s patterned 

shape. After the mold and resist are contacted, the resist is 

cured in light to solidify it and the mold is removed. Because 

NIL is a contact process, the overlay tolerance must be well 

controlled since features are printed at a 1:1 ratio with no 

magnification. The overlay accuracy depends on the precision 

of the stage movement, uniformity of the resist layer and the 

flatness of the mold and substrate surfaces [36], with the best 

demonstrations to date reaching 3σ ≅ 10–15 nm [35] as men-

tioned in Section II.B. Using a “step and imprint” technique 

[36], [37] the mold template can cover an entire field to bal-

ance throughput and accuracy over a large area.  

In NTP, a soft adhesive stamp is used to pick up patterned 

structures from one substrate and transfer them to another. 

Unlike NIL, there is no actual lithography during the transfer 

process. Like NIL, however, the printing process relies on 

physical contact between two surfaces meaning overlay accu-

racy will depend on flatness of the receiving substrate and the 

stamp containing patterned structures. In our experiments, the 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp could vary in thickness 

by several hundred μm over a region of several cm2. This can 

severely affect the alignment process due to limited depth of 

field in the equipment optics; when coupled with deformation 

of the stamp during contact transfer, the achievable overlay 

accuracy over large areas may be substantially limited com-

pared to what is theoretically possible based on the (x, y, θ) 

precision of the stage movement. Because of this, it is reason-

able to expect that NTP overlay accuracies based on our cur-

rent experimentation capability may not yet reach those of the 

best NIL demonstrations to date. The reader should bear in 

mind, however, that engineering of the stamp properties may 

substantially reduce the severity of these issues, especially 

compared to what has/can be demonstrated in academic labor-

atories.  

D. Transfer Yield and Performance Loss Considerations 

Besides overlay accuracy, the transfer yield must be high 

enough to ensure that the process is manufacturable (i.e., re-

peatable) for commercial use. Since NTP as an HGI enabler is 

still in the early stages of research and development, reliable 

data about transfer yield is currently sparse. The authors in 

[20] claimed 87%, 95%, and 99% transfer yield in their exper-

iments for GaN, GaAs, and Si microribbons transferred to 

plastic substrates, indicating promise for this technology. Fig. 

4 shows our experimental results for 1018 cm-3 doped n-GaAs 

nanoribbons (NRs) transferred to SiO2/Si substrate. The nomi-

nal length, width, and thickness of individual NRs is 400, 

0.75, and 0.03 μm. Some of the NRs show broken or missing 

segments, indicating yield loss either during the undercutting, 

pickup, or transfer stages. Currently, we estimate <10% trans-

fer yield for our process. The length-to-width aspect ratio 

(AR) of our transferred NRs in Fig. 4 is ~533:1, which is 

among the highest reported values to date and, to our 

knowledge, the highest result for sub-1 μm wide features. A 

deeper investigation of the yield loss mechanisms and poten-

tial routes for improvement thereof are subjects of ongoing 

research, the results of which are expected to give more in-

sight into what HGI circuit layout methodologies should be 

selected to enable more robust designs.  

Potential reasons for lackluster yield include microscopic 

variations in undercutting rates, bending stresses, poor adhe-

sion strength between the stamp and semiconductor surface, 

and AR constraints resulting from the limited structural integ-

rity of nanoscale features during undercutting (and possibly 

suspension), pickup, and transfer. The probability of success-

ful pickup hinges on the adhesion differential between the 

stamp-feature and feature-substrate interfaces: the former must 

exceed the latter in order for active features to be lifted off 

from the source substrate by the stamp. In the case of PDMS 

stamps with peel-rate-dependent adhesion strength (a conse-

quence of viscoelasticity), this is normally accomplished using 

a fast peel-back speed (e.g., 10 cm/s or higher) after the fea-

tures have been sufficiently undercut [16]–[18]. More com-

plete undercuts increase the adhesion strength differential to 

increase the chance of pickup, but excessive undercuts also 

make stiction-induced collapse from capillary forces during 

drying [38] more likely to occur when selective wet (isotropic) 

etching is used, especially for ultrathin, fragile features such as 

the NRs shown in Fig. 4 and possibly those with extremely 

long ARs. Because of the random nature of wet etching, sig-

nificant variations in undercutting were commonly observed in 

our experiments, leading to unpredictable (and often poor) 

pickup yield. To circumvent these issues, isotropic dry etching 

could be used to fully suspend active features which would 

avoid the problems of stiction collapse and variable undercut-

ting, thereby resulting in more predictable pickup yields. 

During pickup and transfer, the stamp undergoes elastic de-

formation as it is directionally peeled off of a substrate. This 

can lead to bending and possible fracture of active features 

which result in further yield loss. The speed and direction of 

peeling can have a significant influence on the transfer pattern 

and the ultimate yield. Generally, a slow peel-back speed (e.g., 

1 cm/s or lower) is desirable for transferring features to the 

receiving substrate [16]–[18]. 

Even if 100% transfer yield can be achieved, the quality of 

transferred materials may be degraded after the stamping pro-

cess. For example, the backside interface between the trans-

ferred fins and the receiving substrate could exhibit a higher 

density of interface traps due to poor bonding quality between 

the different materials, resulting in higher leakage current and 

parasitic capacitance. Since the amount of degradation will 

very likely be material- and process-dependent, it is difficult 

to quantify these effects without detailed experimental analy-

sis. Some evidence suggests that NTP does not appreciably 

degrade the front-side interface between the channel and gate 

dielectric in terms of measured subthreshold characteristics 

from InAs-on-insulator FETs fabricated through a similar pro-

cess [39], but more extensive studies will be needed to support 

this finding, especially regarding the backside interface prop-

erties. These topics remain the subject of ongoing research on 

our part. 

III. HGI EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 

To project the ultimate effects of HGI on future digital sys-

tems, we have developed a general evaluation methodology 

which we apply to the specific case of NTP-based integration. 
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Our framework is divided into three stages, 1) device simula-

tion, 2) compact model calibration, and 3) circuit analysis, 

which are used to predict the benefits of an HGI (over non-

HGI) implementation given the following data: 1) device 

specifications for a desired technology node, 2) an HGI pro-

cess to implement the technology, and 3) representative circuit 

layouts for the technology, which will be used for benchmark 

comparisons. The following sections explain each part of the 

framework in more detail. 

A. Device Modeling 

Because experimental data on scaled III-V MOSFETs is 

sparse, we use simulations to project I–V and C–V device per-

formance at the 15nm node studied here. For maximal accura-

cy, we use non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF) [40] to 

perform quantum mechanical device calculations and capture 

important phenomena like ballistic transport and tunneling that 

cannot be fully modeled by conventional technology comput-

er-aided design (TCAD). We employ our own 2-D NEGF 

code [41] to simulate 15nm ITRS [42] Si and In0.53Ga0.47As 

FinFETs.  

Our device structure is shown in the inset to Fig. 5, with 

physical gate length of 12.8 nm, channel thickness of 8.5 nm, 

oxide thickness of 0.68 nm, and supply voltage VDD = 0.73 V. 

For all devices, gate work functions are adjusted to set the 

leakage current to 100 nA/µm. These values are taken from 

the ITRS projections for 15nm multigate devices [42]. Our 

simulations assume ballistic transport, i.e., no scattering, 

which represents the upper bound of performance. Experi-

ments show that devices are indeed approaching this limit as 

they scale, albeit more quickly for III-V compared to Si [43]. 

For n-type FinFETs, we perform effective mass simulations 

for Si and In0.53Ga0.47As to extract device characteristics. We 

use three band k-p to simulate the Si PFETs; due to computa-

tional complications with the Ge band structure, we approxi-

mate Ge PFET devices by scaling the Si characteristics by 

20%, in accordance with other ballistic studies that show this 

enhancement ratio [44].  

Lastly, we fit standard compact models to the simulated I–V 

curves for circuit delay calculations (Section III.C) by adjust-

ing parameters like mobility and saturation velocity. To vali-

date our device simulations, we also compare our n-Si simula-

tion with that performed using the standardized NEGF simula-

tor nanoMOS [45] and observe close agreement. The charac-

teristics and fits are shown in Fig. 5. We also extract the aver-

aged off- and on-state capacitance for each device; for Si 

NFET and PFET and Ge PFET, this value is about 0.42 

fF/µm, whereas it is about 0.27 fF/µm for InGaAs NFET. The 

reduced capacitance for III-V n-type devices is a well-known 

effect due to the conduction band density of states of such 

materials [46]. 

B. HGI Impact on Circuit Layout and Design Rules 

All HGI circuit designs face two new complications: a po-

tential loss in intrinsic device performance (a likely problem 

for heteroepitaxy-based HGI due to crystal defects) and a re-

duction in layout density (particularly important for transfer-

based HGI due to overlay accuracy limitations). The former 

effect can be accounted for by adjusting the device models 

presented in Section III.A, but this is not easy to predict with-

out extensive experimental data on HGI process-induced deg-

radation of device characteristics. On the other hand, density 

loss can be easily accounted for by adjusting layout design 

rules, given some knowledge of the NTP overlay accuracy. 

Since we are mainly concerned with transfer-based HGI in this 

study, we will assume an ideal case where no loss in device 

performance occurs and focus on the layout area penalty from 

the NTP process. For this study, we assume that the NTP pro-

cess occurs with 100% transfer yield; that is, no fins are 

missed or broken during the pickup and transfer steps and the 

channel quality is not degraded in any way by the transfer. 

This is certainly optimistic, but it allows us to set an upper 

limit for the foreseeable gains from HGI. Certainly, a more 

realistic projection of NTP-HGI technology demands the in-

clusion of non-ideal transfer yield and the possibility of mate-

rial degradation from the transfer process (e.g., higher inter-

face states, structural defects, etc.), but these effects are poorly 

understood at the moment. We believe that further research 

into this area is desperately needed to pinpoint the critical is-

sues related to NTP and whether or not any systematically-

dependent yield loss from transfer printing can be mitigated 

through smarter layout strategies. We do allow for misalign-

ment of fins, however, resulting in “alignment yield” < 100%. 

We will not explicitly consider any rotational (θ) misalign-

ment in this study, though in principle its effects can be ab-

sorbed into additional x and y translational misalignments, 

which would get progressively worse at locations further from 

the point-of-alignment. A conservative approach to solve this 

problem is to modify the global design rules to accommodate 

for the worst case local misalignment. 

Another possible issue may arise from deformation of the 

stamp during pickup and transfer due to shear forces which 

may cause the fin-to-fin spacing to stretch beyond its designed 

value. This could result in local, nonuniform variations in 

overlay error which differ from the global (systematic) overlay 

error. Assuming the amount of shear deformation is quantifia-

ble, in theory we could also include its effects in σ when gen-

erating the design rules and cell layouts. 

A simple FinFET inverter layout is shown in Fig. 6, where 

the PFET fins have been transferred with a one-sigma overlay 

error of ±σ and must satisfy three conditions: 1) the PFET fins 

 
Fig. 5. NEGF (symbols) and model fit (lines) |ID|-|VGS| curves for Si, Ge, and 

InGaAs double-gate FinFETs. The dashed line represents the NEGF Si NFET 
simulation using nanoMOS [45]. All simulations are with drain bias VDS = 

0.73 V. Inset: double-gate structure used for simulations. 
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must not land too close to the NFET fins, 2) all fins must be 

contacted by the drawn source, drain, and gate lines, and 3) all 

fins must lie within the cell boundaries. Each of these condi-

tions imposes extra constraints on the appropriate design rules. 

Separation of the PFET and NFET fins ensures that they do 

not overlap during or after transfer, causing device failure. In 

non-HGI layouts, a design rule setting the minimum distance 

DRold between NFET and PFET fins exists due to the masked 

diffusion or implantation steps for the two devices; however, 

this minimum distance is not too large (~35 nm for the 15nm 

node) since it is set by lithography. In HGI layouts, however, 

the new minimum separation DRnew is increased by some mul-

tiple m of the transfer overlay accuracy σ, which may be sig-

nificantly larger (~10 to 100+ nm). In other words, DRnew = 

DRold + mσ. Determination of m is not straightforward and 

directly impacts the resulting alignment yield and area penalty 

at the cell level, as we will see later. Our approach for choos-

ing m is detailed in Section IV.A. Conditions 2 and 3 impact 

the HGI layout area penalty differently depending on the pres-

ence of a trim step after fin transfer (Step 8 in Fig. 2), meriting 

a separate discussion.  

1) HGI without Fin Trimming 

The requirement that all fins be properly contacted has two 

consequences. First, the fin length must be extended by mσ on 

each end, meaning the minimum fin length increases by 2mσ 

in order to guarantee proper electrical contact when a ±mσ 

horizontal HGI misalignment occurs. This also means the min-

imum cell width (CW) must increase by 2mσ to accommodate 

the longer fins when HGI is used. Second, to absorb any verti-

cal HGI misalignment, the maximum number of transferable 

PFET fins per cell is reduced to a value dictated by the fin 

pitch, the minimum fin-to-metal 1 (M1) overhang, and the 

minimum M1-to-M1 separation. The end result is that fewer 

PFET fins can be transferred within a minimum size cell when 

HGI overlay accuracy is poor compared to the non-HGI case; 

a “stronger” PFET will require more transistor folding and 

consume a larger cell area. 

Finally, to enforce the cell boundaries and account for any 

vertical misalignment, the minimum distance from the PFET 

fins to the top of the cell becomes mσ. This sets another limit 

on the number of PFET fins that can be transferred within a 

minimum sized cell. More catastrophically, the cell boundary 

condition also forces the cell width to increase by an addition-

al mσ on each side for a net increase of 2mσ. Adding this to 

the 2mσ penalty from using longer fins means the width of 

every cell must increase by a total of 4mσ, absent fin trim-

ming. For instance, if σ = 50 nm and m = 2 (for 95% align-

ment yield), every cell would widen by 400 nm, thereby in-

creasing cell area by more than 5× over a 15nm non-HGI de-

sign. 

2) HGI with Fin Trimming 

Fin trimming (see Step 8 in Fig. 2) effectively removes the 

impact of lateral misalignment on layout except for the cells at 

the ends of a row. This is because lateral misalignment will 

only appear at the left and right fin ends as shown in Fig. 7, 

which will inevitably be removed after the trim. Within each 

row there is no need for the fins to be longer than normal to 

guarantee electrical contact, nor is there a need for extra room 

in the ±x direction to keep neighboring transistors isolated 

since the trim step guarantees it. Thus, the cell width does not 

increase (discounting transistor folding) to accommodate HGI 

overlay.  

The only area penalty incurred is the addition of two dedi-

cated empty regions (at least 2mσ in length) which absorb the 

misalignment penalty at the very ends of each transferred fin. 

Since the empty regions can sandwich many active cells with-

in a row, this area penalty is amortized across the cells, miti-

gating the per cell penalty, and reduces as the transferred fin 

length increases. Most likely, however, arbitrarily long fins 

cannot be transferred with good yield due to complications 

from microscopically variable undercutting rates before fin 

 

 
Fig. 6. Schematic layouts for heterogeneous FinFET inverters from NTP 

without fin trimming. The area of transfer uncertainty indicates the region 
where PFET fins can land due to misalignment. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematic layout for a row of heterogeneous FinFET inverters 
made with NTP and fin trimming. (b) The effect of transfer misalignment 

with fin trimming is now absent within each cell except at the buffer areas on 

ends of a row. 
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pick-up, peeling forces during transfer, and stamp surface to-

pography. We speculate that transfer yield may be correlated 

to the fin length/width AR, limiting the transferrable fin length 

and per-cell penalty reduction. Unfortunately, exact con-

straints on the AR are not clear at this point due to limited 

experimental evidence; this will be revisited later in Section 

IV.C.  

Ultimately, compared to non-HGI circuits of equal perfor-

mance, circuits using HGI will incur a layout density hit that is 

dependent on σ as well as the number of fins in each cell (i.e., 

the cell strength). As an example, for a given cell height, a 

minimum size inverter with just one NFET and PFET fin can 

tolerate a larger misalignment due to the large amount of emp-

ty space in the cell, whereas a cell containing more NFET and 

PFET fins can only tolerate a small misalignment before de-

sign rule violations occur. Consequently, for a given HGI pro-

cess (i.e., a given value of σ), only some circuit cells will incur 

a layout area increase.  

Finally, the reader may note that all area penalties men-

tioned originate only from the PFET transfer. The reason is 

that the NFET fins are transferred to the receiving wafer be-

fore any other patterns are formed, so they serve as the refer-

ence to which all other features (PFET fins, gate/interconnect 

lines, etc.) are aligned. As such, the alignment-related penal-

ties discussed here only apply to PFETs. 

C. Circuit Level Evaluation 

In our framework, we use UCLA Design Rule Evaluator 

(DRE), a free online tool [47], to generate 15nm FinFET cir-

cuit layouts using modified design rules to account for the 

HGI-related penalties. For simplicity, the 15nm design rules 

are first obtained from a scaled version of an existing 45nm 

[48] planar process where all dimensional quantities are scaled 

by 15/45 = 33%. Once a nominal set of rules is obtained, a 

subset is modified to account for the different methods of FET 

formation: physical transfer in the HGI process, and standard 

lithography plus etch for the non-HGI process. The actual rule 

values used in our study will be discussed later in Section 

IV.A.  

With the design rules in place, we synthesize a 15nm cell 

library using Nangate Open Cell Library [48] as a template1 

and scale all transistor sizes to match the 15nm node. All Fin-

FETs have gate length Lg = 13 nm and effective width 2N × 

Hfin, where N is the number of fins per transistor and Hfin = 17 

nm is the fin height. After the cell layouts are generated, 

switching delays are estimated for each cell using the fitted 

compact model parameters discussed in Section III.A. Using 

this simple model, we can rapidly compare the cell-dependent 

impact of different HGI technology and design rule scenarios 

without brute force circuit simulations over an entire library. 

Once the cell library is characterized for each type of process 

(HGI and non-HGI), we compare the relative delay–area and 

delay–power impact across a few benchmark designs for a full 

chip-level HGI evaluation. 

 
1 While the 15nm library used is not derived from an actual commercial 

FinFET library (bearing in mind that no such library has been made publicly 

available), we believe our findings should still be useful to the design com-
munity even if the reported results are based on projected inputs. 

IV. PROJECTED HGI BENEFITS 

A. Setting the HGI Design Rules  

In Section III.B, we noted that DRnew must exceed DRold by 

at least mσ to ensure good alignment yield (AY) without con-

suming excessive area. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for 

the overlay error, we have alignment yield AY(OLM) = 

erf(m/√2) where erf is the error function and OLM (“overlay 

margin”) = mσ. This is plotted in Fig. 8(a) for σ = 3, 25, and 

50 nm, representing expected NTP capabilities as discussed in 

Section II.B. As shown in Fig. 6, OLM essentially represents 

the extra space needed on all sides of the PFET fins to account 

for transfer misalignment. Note that an increase in OLM only 

results in larger cell area if transistor folding becomes neces-

sary for a given cell height (CH) and cell strength (number of 

fins).  

To arrive at the best compromise between alignment yield 

and circuit density, we find the optimum OLM by maximizing 

the alignment yield per unit average cell area for a given HGI 

process (i.e., value of σ); this is analogous to optimizing the 

design rules to obtain the maximum number of good dice per 

wafer. Since different cell types have different optimum OLM, 

we consider a reduced size MIPS processor [49] as our 

benchmark and compute an average cell area weighted by the 

number of cell instances of each type. The calculated results 

are given in Fig. 8(b) which provide a mapping between the 

alignment yield from Fig. 8(a) and average cell area for differ-

ent possible overlay margins ranging from 0 to 132.5 nm. 

 
Fig. 8. (a) Probability of successful fin placement as a function of transfer 

misalignment and allotted overlay margin. (b) Alignment yield versus average 

cell area in reduced MIPS processor. (c) Optimal OLM value search to 
maximize alignment yield per cell area. 
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Moving from bottom to top along each curve in Fig. 8(b) indi-

cates a progressive increase in OLM; along the vertical seg-

ments, OLM is increasing but the average cell area is not, 

meaning that transistor folding is not occurring in any of the 

benchmark cells yet. Dividing the alignment yield values by 

the average cell area values and plotting the results versus 

OLM in Fig. 8(c), we can search for the OLM values which 

maximize the yield-to-area ratio. Based on the data, for σ = 3 

nm, 25 nm, and 50 nm, the optimum values of OLM are 7.5 

nm (m = 2.5), 57.5 nm (m = 2.3), and 107.5 nm (m = 2.15) 

respectively, corresponding to alignment yield of 99, 98, and 

97%, respectively. For the σ = 3 nm case, there is negligible 

difference in yield-to-area between OLM = 7.5 nm and 57.5 

nm, so we just pick the smallest value. As a rule of thumb, it 

appears OLM ≅ 2σ is a good choice for the allotted overlay 

margin due to misalignment.  

Table I summarizes the modified design rules for HGI cir-

cuits assuming a transfer accuracy of σ = 25 nm as well as the 

baseline design rules for non-HGI circuits. Here, we have 

DRold = 35 nm (introduced in Section III.B) and OLM = 57.5 

nm. The P-N spacing is the same as DRnew and accounts for 

misalignment in the –y direction, while the P-P spacing ac-

counts for misalignment in the ±x and +y directions.  

B. Inverter Delay vs. Area Evaluation 

Using the framework described in Section III, we examine 

the tradeoffs between delay and area for FinFET inverters of 

varying strength (i.e., number of fins) implemented in either 

InGaAs/Ge (HGI) or Si/Si (non-HGI) processes: the notation 

“A/B” refers to a cell using material “A” for the NFET and 

“B” for the PFET. For each set of design rules per process 

scenario, we obtain a series of inverter delay—area curves 

such as those shown in Fig. 9. Starting from the top of each 

curve and moving downward, each successive marker repre-

sents an increment in the number of PFET and NFET fins in 

the inverter, beginning with 1 and ending at 20 fins, mapping 

out the inverter’s delay and area as a function of cell strength 

from 1X to 20X. The cell height (CH) in each case is either 11 

or 15 (Metal 3) tracks for InGaAs/Ge inverters, while for Si/Si 

inverters CH is fixed at 11 tracks.  

1) Without Fin Trimming 

When fin trimming is neglected, there is no point at which 

any of the σ ≥ 25 nm HGI configurations holds a clear ad-

vantage over the Si/Si baseline, as evidenced by comparing 

the curves in Fig. 9(a) at a given delay value: the baseline can 

always provide the same delay while consuming a smaller 

footprint. We also observe that taller cells pay a larger initial 

area overhead compared to shorter cells but become more at-

tractive as the cell strength increases, since fewer transistor 

folds are needed in a taller cell. High performance circuit 

blocks using many fins per transistor can be designed with 

taller cells to minimize folding, while low power blocks using 

only a few fins per transistor can be designed with shorter 

cells to minimize the area overhead. As expected, large σ val-

ues result in larger areas due to more frequent folding. When σ 

= 3 nm, however, most of the InGaAs/Ge curve lies well be-

low the Si/Si baseline, indicating substantial benefits. This 

represents the upper limit of what HGI can offer assuming 

such accurate transfers are possible, bearing in mind the cave-

ats of Section II.B.  

 
Fig. 9. Delay versus area for 15nm InGaAs/Ge (HGI) and Si/Si (non-HGI) 

inverters for different σ and CHs (a) without fin trimming and (b) with fin 

trimming. The inset is a magnified view of the dashed region in (b). 
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TABLE I 

MODIFIED 15NM DESIGN RULES FOR DIFFERENT PROCESS SCENARIOS 
Process P-N spacing 

(intra-cell) [nm] 

P-P spacing (inter-

cell) [nm] 

Minimum cell 

dimensions [nm] 

Non-HGI H: n/a 

V: 35 

H: 72 

V: 72 

H: 72 

V: 506 

HGI (no trim) H: n/a 

V: 35+OLM=92.5 

H: 72+2OLM=187 

V: 72+2OLM=187 

H: 72+4OLM=302 

V: 506 

HGI (trim) H: n/a 

V: 35+OLM=92.5 

H: 72 

V: 72+OLM=129.5 

H: 72 

V: 506 

Note: For HGI processes, σ = 25 nm and OLM = 57.5 nm are used. “H/V” 
specifies design rule value in horizontal/vertical direction. 
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2) With Fin Trimming 

When fin trimming is included, the layout area penalty is 

reduced such that all the HGI delay–area curves in Fig. 9(b) 

have at least some advantageous regions that lie beneath the 

baseline. In fact, for σ = 25 nm and CH = 11 tracks, nearly the 

entire curve lies below the Si/Si baseline with the InGaAs/Ge 

inverter able to provide >50% reduction in delay for the same 

area. For σ = 50 nm and CH = 11 tracks, InGaAs/Ge still of-

fers benefits, but the constant-area delay reduction is only 

roughly 25%. For taller cells (CH = 15 tracks), the initial 

overhead represents an extra 35% area cost for the weakest 

cells but starts to pay off once the cell strength exceeds 10X 

when σ = 25 nm and 6X when σ = 50 nm. The benefits of mi-

grating to a taller CH (11→15 tracks) are more apparent when 

σ is larger: folding frequency is reduced from every six to eve-

ry eight fins (25% less folding) when σ = 25 nm, but from 

every three to every six fins (50% less folding) when σ = 50 

nm. Depending on the balance of weak and strong cells in the 

circuit design, it may be advantageous to design with taller 

cell heights everywhere when adopting HGI, especially if the 

transfer accuracy is poor. 

C. Block Level Evaluation 

For circuit block analysis, we again investigate designs in-

volving either non-HGI (Si/Si) or HGI (InGaAs/Ge) configu-

rations. We modify the digital circuit backend flow to properly 

account for the area adjustments induced by NTP. For misa-

lignment, following the arguments above, we have seen that 

the use of fin trimming essentially eliminates OLM in the x 

direction and any cell area penalties arise only from y direc-

tion OLM and added transistor folding. We use UCLA DRE 

[47] to generate all HGI standard cells based on the Nangate 

Open Cell Library templates [48] with calibrated design rules 

including misalignment penalties as discussed in Sections 

III.C and IV.A. In all results to follow, the use of post-transfer 

fin trimming is assumed. The area overheads, delay reduction, 

and power reduction of HGI cells compared to non-HGI are 

given in Table II, assuming OLM = 50 nm (roughly corre-

sponding to σ = 25 nm) and CH = 11 tracks. We see 24 out of 

the 114 HGI cells incur an area penalty (of up to 94.6%) and 

an overall 6.6% area increase is seen after weighted averaging 

based on usage in MIPS. The stronger drive currents and low-

er capacitance from InGaAs/Ge HGI result in lower delay and 

power for all 114 standard cells in the library. Circuit bench-

marks are then synthesized in a commercial synthesis tool 

using these standard cells. 

In addition to the OLM requirements, there may be limits to 

the transferable fin length imposed by the fin aspect ratio as 

mentioned in Section III.B. In practice, this means that sets of 

long but finite fins will be transferred, with additional gaps 

between adjacent fins. However, these sets are transferred 

simultaneously without incurring relative OLM, so that the 

only added area overhead comes from gaps between the sets. 

To include these gaps, prior to cell placement we insert a grid 

of dummy filling cells on the placement rows separated by a 

distance equal to the maximum allowed fin length2 (MAFL) as 

shown in Fig. 10. These filling cells are temporarily fixed in 

the layout and the design cells are then placed using a com-

mercial placement tool. The filling cells guarantee that the fin 

length, which is the width of the connecting cells, does not 

exceed the MAFL. The width of the fill cells is set to the min-

imum gap required in the transfer process (2OLM). After 

placement, the dummy cells are removed and routing is per-

formed.  

In the block-level simulations, multiple delay constraints 

are set during circuit synthesis using different technology li-

braries. Synthesized circuits are then placed and routed (P&R) 

within a fixed-size die with a grid of filling cells. This die size 

accommodates the Si/Si baseline design with 80% utilization. 

We first compare the pre-P&R delay versus area tradeoffs of 

HGI and non-HGI implementations in MIPS and AES [49] 

 
2 The MAFL represents the hypothetically longest fin length which can be 

transferred with 100% yield (which is assumed throughout this work), consid-

ering the process challenges mentioned in Sections II.D and IV.B. The higher 
the MAFL, the better it is. 

TABLE II 

AREA, DELAY, AND POWER OF HGI STANDARD CELLS COMPARED TO 

NON-HGI CELLS. 

A) SUMMARY OF AREA COMPARISON 

Cells in library with area 

overhead from HGI 
Average weighted area overhead 

(MIPS1) 

24 of 114 6.6% 

 

B) SUMMARY OF DELAY COMPARISON 

Cells in library with delay 

reduction from HGI 

Average weighted delay reduction 

(MIPS) 

114 of 114 62% 

 
C) SUMMARY OF POWER COMPARISON 

Cells in library with power 

reduction from HGI 

Average weighted power reduction 

(MIPS) 

114 of 114 18% 

 

D) STANDARD CELLS WITH AREA OVERHEAD 

Cell Area overhead Cell Area overhead 

AOI222_X4 94.6% OAI222_X2 21.9% 

NOR4_X2 85.5% BUF_X4 19.7% 

INV_X8 74.7% AND2_X4 16.4% 

NAND2_X4 74.7% OR2_X4 16.4% 

AOI222_X2 49.3% OAI222_X4 15.3% 

NOR4_X4 46.4% AND3_X4 12.3% 

INV_X16 40.3% OAI21_X4 12.3% 

NAND3_X4 36.4% OR3_X4 12.3% 

BUF_X8 33.1% AND4_X4 9.9% 

BUF_X16 33.0% OR4_X4 9.9% 

INV_X4 32.9% INV_X32 8.2% 

NAND4_X4 31.4% BUF_X32 6.9% 

 

 
Fig. 10. Protocol for block-level HGI design. A grid of dummy filling cells 

(red cells) are inserted pre-placement to represent the effect of finite fin 
length, and standard cells (blue cells) are then placed in between the filling 

cells.  
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benchmark designs to estimate the impact of misalignment-

induced penalties. Then the post-P&R delay and power are 

compared for the same benchmarks, which also includes the 

penalty from reserved areas (gaps) between adjacent but dis-

connected sets of transferred fins. The results to follow as-

sume that MAFL = 5 μm and the gap between adjacent sets of 

fins is given by 2OLM. We consider two situations for HGI: 

1) an ideal scenario of σ = 3 nm (OLM = 6 nm) which essen-

tially means no penalty3 from misalignment, and 2) a more 

realistic scenario of σ = 25 nm (OLM = 50 nm). In both cases 

the alignment yield is 95% according to the analysis in Section 

IV.A. By comparing these two cases with the non-HGI scenar-

io, we can separate the gains in chip performance/density due 

to the use of InGaAs and Ge as channel materials from the 

degradation due to the transfer technology.  

In Fig. 11(a)–(b) we present the pre-P&R normalized de-

lay–area curves for MIPS and AES benchmarks under the HGI 

and non-HGI scenarios introduced earlier. Clearly, the In-

GaAs/Ge design outperforms the non-HGI design in both de-

lay and area efficiency. From Section III.A, InGaAs and Ge 

both offer stronger drive current than Si, while InGaAs also 

possesses lower intrinsic capacitance than Si due to its lower 

 
3 The MAFL is assumed to be infinite for σ = 3 nm since a 6 nm OLM 

overhead is already easily satisfied by the default (non-HGI) standard cell 

design rules, and thus no extra “filling cells” are ever needed in Fig. 10 nor do 

any of the HGI standard cells require enlargement from their default non-HGI 
sizes. 

density of states. These advantages outweigh the higher area 

overheads (i.e., from OLMs) due to transfer misalignment 

since weaker (smaller) and/or fewer cells can be used in the 

design while still meeting the performance target. For in-

stance, to achieve the same target clock period of 600 ns in 

AES design synthesis, InGaAs/Ge (σ = 25 nm) requires only 

1358 buffers and inverters, while the non-HGI design needs 

2845 buffers and inverters. This is exemplified in Error! Ref-

erence source not found.(b), where the HGI designs can ac-

tually show chip area savings compared to the non-HGI case 

despite the higher penalties from transfer misalignment. The 

benefits of InGaAs and Ge are even more apparent for the 

ideal σ = 3 nm scenario, which represents the full potential of 

HGI technology. 

In Fig. 11Error! Reference source not found.(c)–(f), the 

post-P&R delay and power tradeoffs are compared for the 

same benchmark designs with MAFL = 5 μm and 1 μm. The 

penalty arising from the gaps between adjacent sets of trans-

ferred fins generally leads to higher interconnect delay and 

power. Again, the intrinsic performance advantage from using 

InGaAs/Ge-based HGI overwhelms the overhead area penal-

ties, leading to much better performance and power efficiency 

compared to the non-HGI design even for short MAFL. We 

note that in (c), (d), and (f), the σ = 3 and 25 nm HGI designs 

give very similar performance within a fixed-size die which 

suggests that the extra penalties to routing from the dummy 

filling cells in Fig. 10 are insignificant.  

Finally, we explore the HGI design impact resulting from 

constraints on the maximum allowed fin length due to NTP 

challenges. We place designs synthesized with the same delay 

constraint in a fixed-size die with MAFL ranging from 1 to 20 

μm, representing fin ARs of 120:1 to 2300:1 for 15nm Fin-

FETs. For comparison, the experimentally demonstrated AR 

in Fig. 4 is 533:1. In Fig. 12, the total wire length decreases 

when longer fins can be successfully transferred. Additionally, 

the wire length drops quickly with incremental improvement 

in fin length for short fins, but then saturates for longer fins. 

The reduction in total wire length with longer MAFL is more 

apparent in MIPS compared to AES; this is because fewer 

cells in MIPS are connected by long metal lines, unlike AES.  

This also explains why the σ = 3 nm HGI designs showed 

more improvement compared to the σ = 25 nm designs in Fig. 

11(e) but not in (c), (d), or (f): the short MAFL of 1 μm leads 

to a routing bottleneck in MIPS when there is significant 

transfer misalignment (i.e., σ = 25 nm) and hence leads to 

tempered performance gains. This illustrates how the transfer 

capabilities can have a stronger impact on designs which nor-

mally suffer from higher routing congestion. A maximum al-

 
Fig. 12. Total interconnect length as a function of maximum allowed fin 

length for HGI-based (a) MIPS and (b) AES designs. 
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Fig. 11. Post-synthesis (pre-P&R) normalized delay and area of (a) MIPS and 

(b) AES designs. Post-P&R normalized delay and power of MIPS and AES 

designs with MAFL of (c,d) 5 μm and (e,f) 1 μm, respectively. In each panel 
the reported data is normalized to the largest observed delay, power, or area 

values as indicated by the data labels. The design rules (i.e., OLM values) are 

chosen to ensure 95% yield in all cases. 
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lowed fin length of 5 μm or more (AR > 600:1) should not 

pose a bottleneck for HGI except for the densest designs.  

For the materials and models considered, full InGaAs/Ge 

HGI shows the best characteristics, though naturally other 

material and design scenarios remain. While full HGI offers 

the most benefits in terms of performance, power, and area 

over non-HGI, the higher cost of implementing a two-step 

transfer process may pose a legitimate manufacturing concern. 

Our constant-leakage, constant-voltage results also do not 

consider the possibility of using HGI to scale supply voltage, 

which opens up more possibilities for performance optimiza-

tion. While the quantitative results will change somewhat de-

pending on chip architecture and utilization ratio, these results 

clearly illustrate the attractiveness of NTP-based HGI for 

near-future digital designs and provide motivation for the de-

velopment of more sophisticated HGI design methods and 

models.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Our evaluation framework reveals that substantial im-

provements in circuit delay and power can be obtained using 

heterogeneous designs while trading off layout area. HGI cell 

area grows in response to more stringent design rules stem-

ming from nanotransfer overlay misalignment, resulting in 

more frequent transistor folding and larger minimum cell 

widths. Fin trimming significantly reduces the lateral misa-

lignment penalty and will likely be mandatory for HGI adop-

tion. Designing strong cells with taller cell heights to reduce 

the folding frequency can also be beneficial when σ is large, 

despite the higher initial area overhead. Using InGaAs and Ge 

as heterogeneous materials to replace Si, sizeable reductions in 

processor delay (up to 40%-50%) and power (up to 15%-20%) 

are observed in HGI-based designs. Despite additional area 

overheads stemming from transfer misalignment, HGI designs 

actually consume less overall area compared to their non-HGI 

counterparts because some cells now require fewer fins than 

before to provide the same cell strength and designs will re-

quire fewer buffers to minimize critical path delays. Our find-

ings4 provide strong motivation for the process and design 

communities to pursue feature-level heterogeneous integration 

as a viable option for nanoscale semiconductor fabrication. 
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